
 

Production Name Wooden Corner painting bookshelf Brand Goodlife

Item No. GLK617040

Product size 43.5*43.5*170cm

Colors  Brown
Function  shelf

Material  MDF panel; NC painting

Destription

1.The top shelf, shoe rack with bench and coat rack with 3 hooks are combined to form this multifunctional hall tree. It makes full use of the limited corner space and is an ideal place to store shoes, coats, hats, keys, boxes and accessories；

2.Rustic panels and wood frame make it an easy balance between retro and modern decoration styles, forming an attractive functional complement to any home space such as entryway, living room and bedroom;

3.The board used for the corner coat rack is premium wood board. Grinding process, smooth and burr-free, thickened and reinforced clothes rail for storage, more stable load-bearing,durable and can meet your long-term storage needs;

4.The support foot at the bottom can keep the corner hall tree stable even when the ground is slightly uneven. Spacious storage space at the top, with thoughtful and delicate guardrail design, convenient storage to prevent items from falling.Convenient open storage shelf, increase storage space, can store small

daily items

Package size 97.5*47*24CM

Package
KD packing, 1piece per 1 carton,
Poly foam protecting, strong master carton.

Carton CBM 0.110m³            N.W./G.W.                     10.9/12.65KGS

20GP 254pcs          40HQ 618pcs          MOQ 340pcs

Our Business services:
1. Your inquiry related to our products or prices will be replied in 12hours in working date. 
2. Experience sales answer your inquiry and give you related business service.
3. OEM&ODM are welcome, we have over 10 years’ experience working with OEM project.
4. We are looking for the sales exclusive of our ODM wooden mirror jewelry cabinet.
5. Sales exclusive agent sales right have been protect.
Package information:
1. Forming polyfoam for the post package
2. 6-side strong polyfoam are used for safe package during transportation.
3. Assembled kit and User Manual are available for each cabinet.
Production lead time
1. 25~50 days after received deposit.
2. Normal on production line production lead time is 15days after received deposit.
            


